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On a recent interview with the Useful Idiots podcast, Noam
Chomsky repeated his argument that the only reason we hear the
word “unprovoked” every time anyone mentions Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine in the mainstream news media is because it
absolutely was provoked, and they know it.
“Right now if you’re a respectable writer and you want to
write in the main journals, you talk about the Russian
invasion of Ukraine, you have to call it ‘the
unprovoked Russian invasion of Ukraine,” Chomsky said. “It’s a
very interesting phrase; it was never used before. You look
back, you look at Iraq, which was totally unprovoked, nobody
ever called it ‘the unprovoked invasion of Iraq.’ In fact, I
don’t know if the term was ever used — if it was it was very
marginal. Now you look it up on Google, and hundreds of
thousands of hits. Every article that comes out has to talk

about the unprovoked invasion of Ukraine.”
“Why? Because they know perfectly well it was provoked,”
Chomsky said. “That doesn’t justify it, but it was massively
provoked. Top US diplomats have been talking about this for 30
years, even the head of the CIA.”
Chomsky is of course correct here. The imperial media and
their brainwashed automatons have spent half a year mindlessly
bleating the word “unprovoked” in relation to this war, but
one question none of them ever have a straight answer for is
this: if the invasion of Ukraine was unprovoked, how come so
many western experts spent years warning that the actions of
western governments would provoke an invasion of Ukraine?
Because, as Chomsky notes, that is indeed the case. A few days
after the invasion began this past February a guy named Arnaud
Bertrand put together an extremely viral Twitter thread that
just goes on and on and on about the various diplomats,
analysts and academics in the west who have over the years
been warning that a dangerous confrontation with Russia was
coming because of NATO advancements toward its borders,
interventionism in Ukraine, and various other aggressions. It
contains examples like John Mearsheimer explicitly warning in
2015 that “the west is leading Ukraine down the primrose path,
and the end result is that Ukraine is going to get wrecked,”
and Pat Buchanan warning all the way back in 1999 that “By
moving NATO onto Russia’s front porch, we have scheduled a
twenty-first-century confrontation.”
Empire apologists love claiming that the invasion of Ukraine
had nothing to do with NATO expansionism (their claims
generally based on brazen misrepresentations of what Vladimir
Putin has said about Russia’s reasons for the war), but that’s
silly. The US war machine was continuing to taunt the
possibility of NATO membership for Ukraine right up until the
invasion, a threat it refused to take off the table since
placing it there in 2008 despite knowing full well that this

threat was an incendiary provocation to Moscow.
Most fascinating thing about the Ukraine war is the sheer
number of top strategic thinkers who warned for years that it
was coming if we continued down the same path.
No-one listened to them and here we are.
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of these warnings, from Kissinger to

— Arnaud Bertrand (@RnaudBertrand) March 1, 2022

This is to say nothing of the US empire actively fomenting a
violent uprising in 2014 which ousted Kyiv’s sitting
government and fractured the nation between its more Moscowloyal populations to the east and the more US/EU-friendly
parts of the country. This led to the annexation of Crimea
(overwhelmingly supported by the people who live there) and
eight years of brutal warfare against Russia-backed
separatists in the Donbas. Ukrainian attacks on those
separatists are known to have increased exponentially in the
days leading up to the invasion, and it has been argued that
this is what provoked Putin’s final decision to commit to
invading (which was a last-minute decisionaccording to US
intelligence).
The US power alliance could very easily have prevented this
war with a few low-cost concessions like enshrining Ukrainian
neutrality, rolling back its war machinery from Russia’s
borders and sincerely pursuing detente with Moscow instead of
shredding treaties and ramping up cold war escalations. Hell,
it could likely have prevented this war just by protecting
President Zelensky from the anti-Moscow far right nationalists
who were openly threatening to lynch him if he began honoring
the Minsk agreements and pursuing peace with Russia, as he was
originally elected to do.

Instead it knowingly chose the opposite course: continuing to
float the possibility of formal NATO membership for Ukraine
while pouring weapons into the nation and making it more and
more of a de facto NATO member with closer and closer intimacy
with the US war machine, and then either ordering, encouraging
or tolerating Ukraine’s aggressive assault on Donbas
separatists.
Why did the empire opt for provocation over peace? Congressman
Adam Schiff gave a pretty good answer to that question in
January of 2020 as the road to war was being paved: “so that
we can fight Russia over there, and we don’t have to fight
Russia here.” If you relinquish the infantile idea that the US
empire is helping its good friend Ukraine because it loves the
Ukrainian people and wants them to have freedom and democracy,
it’s not hard to see that the US sparked a convenient proxy
war because it was in its geostrategic interests to do so, and
because it wouldn’t be their lives and property getting laid
to waste.
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Brian Berletic put out a good video a few days ago about a
Pentagon-funded 2019 Rand Corporation paper titled “Extending
Russia – Competing from Advantageous Ground,” which is exactly
what it sounds like. The US Army-commissioned paper details
how the empire can use proxy warfare, economic warfare and
other cold war tactics to push its longtime geopolitical foe
to the brink without costing American lives or sparking a
nuclear conflict. It mentions Ukraine hundreds of times, and
it explicitly discusses the same economic warfare tactics
we’re seeing today like sanctions and attacking Russia’s
energy interests in Europe (the latter of which Berletic

points out is also being used to bolster US dominance over its
vassals in the EU).
The paper even explicitly advocates continuing to threaten
NATO membership with Ukraine to draw out an aggressive
response from Moscow, saying, “While NATO’s requirement for
unanimity makes it unlikely that Ukraine could gain membership
in the foreseeable future, Washington’s pushing this
possibility could boost Ukrainian resolve while leading Russia
to redouble its efforts to forestall such a development.”
President Biden has made calls for regime change in Moscow
that can’t even really be called thinly disguised, and Defense
Secretary Lloyd Austin has openly said that the plan is to use
this war to “weaken” Russia, which other US officials have
told the press is indeed the policy. Comments from the Biden
administration continually make it clear that the US alliance
is buckling down to keep this war going for years to come,
which would fit in nicely with Washington’s known track record
of deliberately drawing Russia into military quagmires against
US proxies in both Afghanistan and Syria.
So make no mistake, behind all the phony hand-wringing and
flag-waving, the US-centralized empire is getting exactly what
it wants from this conflict. It gets to overextend Russia
militarily and financially, promote its narratives around the
world, rehabilitate the image of US interventionism, expand
internet censorship, expand militarily, bolster control over
its European client states, and all it costs is a little
pretend empire money that gets funneled into the militaryindustrial complex anyway.
Which is why when it looked like peace was at risk of breaking
out in the early days of the conflict, the empire sent in
Boris Johnson to tell Zelensky that even if he is ready for
the war to end, his partners to the west were not.
Russia and Ukraine agreed to a negotiated settlement to end

the war in April, but British Prime Minister Boris Johnson
intervened to stop the peace deal.
The US and EU instead escalated the proxy war, as the Biden
admin
admitted,
to
try
to
"weaken"
Moscowhttps://t.co/xsCvovq8Km
— Ben Norton (@BenjaminNorton) September 4, 2022

So as you can see, the notion that this war is “unprovoked” is
a fart-brained fairy tale for idiots and children; there’s no
excuse for a grown adult with internet access and functioning
brain matter to ever say such a thing. If China had backed a
coup in Mexico and now had a loyal vassal in Mexico City who
was letting Beijing distribute weapons along the US border
while continually shelling English-speaking separatists in
Baja California who are seeking US annexation, there’s no
question that Washington would consider this a provocation and
would respond accordingly. You can tell me that’s not true,
but we’d both know you’re lying.
But as Chomsky said, the press are still spouting this
“unprovoked” nonsense anyway.
“Russia is widely believed to have been taken aback by the
West’s assertive and unified response to its unprovoked
invasion of Ukraine,” reads a CNBC article published just
minutes prior to this writing.
“The diplomatic visit underlines the importance of the Russian
relationship for China, even in the face of international blow
back against Moscow after its unprovoked invasion of Ukraine
earlier this year,” reads a new report from CNN hot off the
presses.
“It was an unprovoked attack on a sovereign country,” a source
is quoted as saying in another CNN article published a few
hours ago.

It is, as Chomsky observed, really freaky how hard they’ve
been hitting us with this line every time the invasion of
Ukraine is mentioned. It seems like every time it comes up
they’re obligated to say it, like how Michael Jackson had a
quota for how often MTV hosts were obligated to refer to him
as “The King of Pop Michael Jackson” when his name was
mentioned.
In the mass media you’re not allowed to talk about the known
US/NATO/Ukraine actions which experts have been warning for
many years would lead us to where we’re at. You’re only
allowed to say Putin attacked Ukraine completely unprovoked,
in a vacuum, solely because he is evil and hates freedom. And
you have to do it while saying the word “unprovoked” at every
opportunity.
NATO chief admits that NATO allies have been training and
arming Ukraine since 2014.
Something to remember whenever Western media refers to an
"unprovoked" invasion. pic.twitter.com/SGHF46yayz
— Sarah Abdallah (@sahouraxo) August 29, 2022

Empire apologists get upset when you talk about the fact that
this war was provoked because a large amount of empire
apologia in 2022 is built around pretending that provocation
just isn’t a thing. By some trick of Orwellian doublethink,
this concept we’ve all lived our entire lives knowing about
and understanding is now suddenly a freakish and ridiculous
invention of the Kremlin.
We’re all guilty of doing the things we knowingly choose to
do. If I choose to provoke someone into doing something bad,
then they’re guilty of choosing to do the bad thing, but I am
also guilty of provoking them. I’m not saying anything new
here; this is the plot behind any movie or show with a sneaky

or manipulative villain, and it’s been a part of our
storytelling since ancient times. Nobody has ever walked out
of Shakespeare’s Othello thinking that maybe Iago was just an
innocent bystander who was trying to help out his friends.
Most of us learn that provocation is real as children with
siblings, kicking the other under the table or whatever to
provoke a loud outburst, and we’ve understood it ever since.
But in 2022 everyone’s pretending that this extremely basic,
kindergarten-level concept is some kind of bizarre, alien
gibberish. It’s intensely stupid, and it needs to stop.
Empire apologists will also argue that saying Russia was
provoked into invading by the US empire is like saying a rape
victim provoked her rapist by wearing a tight skirt, or a
battered wife provoked her abuser by disobeying him. And as a
survivor of multiple rapes and an abusive relationship I must
say I find it extremely offensive when people compare blaming
the most powerful empire that has ever existed for its welldocumented aggressions to blaming victims of rape and domestic
violence. The poor widdle globe-spanning empire is not
comparable to a rape victim, and if you find yourself thinking
that it is it’s time to re-think your entire worldview.
It’s not okay to be a grown adult in September of 2022 and
still say the invasion of Ukraine was unprovoked. You’ve got a
brain between your ears and an entire internet of information
at your fingertips. Use them.
Dateline: 8 Sep 2022
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You’re

not jaded; everything really is just as phony and vapid
as it looks.
I say this because if you are reading this it’s likely the
result of a personal quest for truth which has led to a
gradual peeling away of the lies our society is made of. Your
eyes probably found this text because you’re the sort of
person who’s been trying to make sense of the world in a sea
of propaganda and deception, which often results in a growing
disgust not just with the power structures which oppress and
tyrannize humanity, but with our entire civilization.
This experience is very common for people like yourself, and
it’s very common because it arises from a clear perception of
reality. From the very beginning human civilization has been

built around serving the interests of the powerful, from
religion to philosophy to the arts to law. As the world has
gotten smaller and it’s become possible to artificially
manufacture culture with mass-distributed media, this has only
become more the case.
That’s why the more you learn about the world, the more fake
and stupid our civilization looks. It’s because it is fake and
stupid. Our news, our entertainment, our jobs, our legal
systems, our political systems, our education systems, our
financial, monetary, economic and commercial systems; the way
our entire civilization is structured and organized has
nothing to do with what’s true and good and everything to do
with keeping human organisms compliantly turning the gears of
capitalism and empire.
#TheSimpsons #Simpsons #Ukraine pic.twitter.com/aWvgTUGJKP
— The Simpsons (@TheSimpsons) February 26, 2022

Mainstream culture is one giant psyop geared toward keeping
people fueling the oppression machine. Not because of some
grand conspiracy (though there’s plenty of that too), but
because the manufacturers of culture have a vested interest in
preserving our unwholesome status quo. The media are owned by
plutocrats who have an interest in making sure everything
they’re putting out sustains the imperial status quo upon
which their kingdoms are built. The Pentagon has more
influence over Hollywood than people like you or I ever will.
Things get elevated to mainstream levels of attention and
influence by the people with the wealth and power to elevate
them, and they’re always going to elevate things which serve
their interests by manufacturing consent for the status quo
their wealth and power are premised upon, not things which
harm their interests like material that expands class
consciousness or highlights the depravity of the US-

centralized empire.
So mainstream culture presents a fraudulent image of reality.
It’s written into the code of everything that’s mass produced
— not just in Prager University lectures on the evils of
socialism or propagandistic news stories about weapons of mass
destruction, but in sitcoms, in advertisements, in clothing
brands, in pop music, in textbooks, in trends. When it’s not
constant messaging that capitalism is totally working and the
world is ordered in a more or less sane and truth-based way,
it’s manipulations designed to shape our values and measures
of self-worth to make us into better gear-turners.
If you’re noticing this ubiquitous fraudulence, it’s not
because you’re becoming distant from the rest of society, it’s
because you’re becoming more intimate with it. You’re getting
in real close, so close you can see the nuts and bolts of it,
see how the sausage is made.
The Phoniest, Most PR-Intensive War Of All Time
"Now, I know what you're thinking: how is Zelensky making
time for a Vogue photoshoot amidst his busy schedule of PR
appearances
for
other
major
institutions?"https://t.co/stflCQnrtw

western

— Caitlin Johnstone (@caitoz) July 27, 2022

So if this is happening to you, don’t worry. You’re not
turning into some kind of jaded hipster who’s too cool for
what everyone else is into, you’re just seeing the bullshit
for what it is. Sure a rejection of mainstream culture can
just be pure ego-driven “look at me I’m so special” crap, but
it’s also what happens when you sincerely move in for a closer
look at the mass-scale psychological fabric of human
civilization.
This is what Terence McKenna was talking about when he said

“The cost of sanity in this society is a certain level of
alienation.” And it’s what Jiddu Krishnamurti was pointing at
when he said “It is no measure of health to be well-adjusted
to a profoundly sick society.” A lucid perception of reality
today will necessarily be accompanied by the ever-present
smell of bullshit.
And that’s not your fault. It’s not your fault that you were
born into this world where so much of everything is fake and
stupid. So be gentle with yourself in your sense of
alienation. And take comfort in knowing that others see what
you’re seeing too.
But mainly learn to take comfort in the fact that, just
underneath the logos and screens and suburbs and Hollywood
actors pretending to be people, reality is roaring. There’s a
whole world of wonder and authenticity shining ferociously
from just beneath the surface. It’s just got nothing to do
with the artificial culture that’s been mass-produced by the
powerful and funneled into our minds.
Zelensky rings New York Stock Exchange bell, launching
campaign to entice foreign investors while crushing labor
rights of Ukrainians.
His appearance coincided with the Euro's collapse and
economic crisis fueled by the Ukraine proxy war
By @RealAlexRubi https://t.co/KAiwt94ECD
— The Grayzone (@TheGrayzoneNews) September 7, 2022

Underneath all the social engineering and power-serving
control mechanisms, there’s a whole life of raw terrestriality
that is much, much older and much, much stronger than the lies
of the machine. You can see it crackling everywhere, even in
the densest parts of the matrix.

You can see it in the sky. You can see it in the bushes and
the pigeons. But you can also see it in the bus billboards and
skyscrapers, in the flashing signs and blaring screens. And
you can see it in the giant-brained bipedal primates you’re
surrounded by each day, hiding just behind the dance of
imperial fraudulence in their heads. You can see it even in
those who are most asleep at the wheel, the most enslaved to
the mind viruses of the machine, if you look. Once you learn
to see it, you can observe nature winking at you even from
inside the most rage-faced pundits and most self-absorbed
social natterers. It’s there.
In reality this sense of alienation is just an awkward
transition phase between buying into the imperial dreamworld
and a deep, deep intimacy with humanity as it really is
beneath all the obnoxious programming. Beyond the revulsion at
the phony facepuppets, something ancient, authentic, and
exuberant is dancing. And it is more real and more true than
our disgust with this civilization.
Look closer and you see the fraudulence. Look even closer and
you see what’s real. Your sense of alienation is entirely
valid and based in truth, but we’re not meant to stay there.
Truth beckons us forward. Truth is beckoning us all forward.
And these mind cages they have built for us aren’t real enough
to hold us in for much longer.
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oligarchy's crimes...

They are in reality shameless disinformers.
No wonder the world is in such terrible disarray.
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